
INTELLIGENT 641 

Chapter 641 - 641: Going To Her Factory. 

After submitting her thesis to the faculty, Yu Qi already did not have anything to do at the university. So, 

she decided to go to the factory with Yu Qi. 

When she entered the factory, she could see the employees were working hard in packing the Qi Qi 

Skincare product with their packaging. 

Yu Qi smiled. Good. With the current speed, she could estimate about thousands of the products were 

packed in one day. The machine that she brought from Feng Cooperation really helped in speeding the 

packaging process. 

Yu Qi walked in the R&D Department. She placed her access card on the reader beside the door. The 

beep sound could be heard which indicated that the door was already unlocked. 

Every department had its own lock. The door only could be unlocked by their special card. So, someone 

that worked in the department such as R&D could not enter another department. It helped to avoid the 

theft occurrences in the factory easily. 

If someone wanted to enter another department, they needed another person inside the room to open 

the door. However, there was a special card that allowed a person to go anywhere in the factory. Only 

two of the people had this special card which is Yu Qi and Song Tai. 

She wanted to step inside but she did not manage to step in because someone had blocked her. 

"Stop!" A woman shouted to Yu Qi and blocked Yu Qi from stepping inside the room by her arm. 

Yu Qi did not change her expression as she watched the woman in front of her. "What?" 

"Who are you? I have not seen you before." The woman questioned Yu Qi. 

"Eh, Miss Yu Qi, what are you doing here?" An employee from the R & D Department was surprised to 

see his boss here. 

"I have come for an inspection." Yu Qi told the employee. 

"Senior Si, who is this?" The woman asked the employee while pointing her finger to Yu Qi. 

The employee slapped the woman's hand. "You, don't point your finger at people like that. It is rude." 

"Ouch, Senior Si, it hurts. Why do you slap my hand? I will report to my uncle about this. I will make you 

lose your work here." The woman arrogantly stated the matter. She then turned to Yu Qi. "And you, 

don't you dare enter this room. This is not the place for you." Then she entered the room. 

Yu Qi turned to the man. "What is your name?" 

"Si Zan Lu." He answered. 

"And that woman earlier?" Yu Qi asked again. 



Si Zan Lu knew who Yu Qi meant. "She is Wen Jiang Tong. She is a niece of Mr Wen Dong Ho." Si Zan Lu 

explained. 

"What is his position, this Wen Dong Ho?" Yu Qi inquiries. 

"He is holding the position of the HR manager. As for Wen Jiang Tong, she is one of our members in the 

R & D Department. But her skill is not suitable for this work." Si Zan Lu answered honestly. 

"I guess, I need to do some spot checks in this factory." The corner of Yu Qi's lips curved up. 

Someone was playing some trick in her own factory and company. And she did not happy with that. 

"Mr Si, you can enter and do your job. Trust me. You will not be fired by anyone." Yu Qi assured the 

man. 

"Miss Yu Qi, thank you." Si Zan Su bowed to Yu Qi before entering the room. 

Yu Qi called Song Tai. "Brother Tai, where are you?" 

"Miss Yu Qi, I'm at the mob demob area. Why?" Song Tai asked. 

"I have something to discuss with you. Can we meet at my office?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Oh, okay... Okay... Just give me 15 minutes. By the way, Miss Yu Qi, you can wait inside my room first." 

Song Tai said and agreed. 

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded. 

She ended the call. She went to Song Tai's room. She then had been greeted by a woman. Yu Qi 

remembered this woman. She pointed this woman as Song Tai's secretary. 

"Miss Yu Qi, it has been a while since we see you have come here." The secretary there welcomed Yu Qi 

happily. 

"Hello, Sister Lana." Yu Qi greeted Lan A Sing. 

"Looking for Mr Song, right? Wait for a minute. I will call him." Lan A Sing wanted to call Song Tai but Yu 

Qi stopped her. 

"No need for that. I have already called him before. He is at the mob demob area. Probably handling the 

herbs that have just arrived here." Yu Qi said. "By the way, Sister Lana can you give me all the files of the 

employees complete with their achievements? " 

"But Miss Yu Qi, there is a long list." 

Yu Qi just smiled. "Don't worry. I will be fine. 

"Oh, okay." Lan A Sing quickly got the file. 

'Master.' Aoi called Yu Qi. 

'Done strolling around?' Yu Qi asked. 

'Yeah.' Aoi answered happily. 



Yu Qi caught that expression. 'So, what do you eat?' 

'Eh... Master, I don't know what are you talking about ?' Aoi was playing dumb. 

Yu Qi smirked. 'Oh, playing dumb in front? I will dock your amount of food.' This idiot needed to be 

threatened. The most effective thing was to threaten him by docking the food. 

'Master, please don't be cruel. I will tell you... I will tell you.' It was indeed an effective way to threaten 

Aoi. 

Aoi told everything that he experienced. 

'But Master, I have heard something unpleasant.' Aoi words sparked the interest of Yu Qi. 

'Hmm... Unpleasant? What did you hear about?' 

'That... This company will be their family business.' Aoi said. 

'Oh, interesting. Do you remember their faces?' Yu Qi's eyes narrowed. 

'Yeah. I will transfer the memory to you.' Aoi nodded. He began to his eyes. 

Both of them could share their memory if they wanted to. Aoi finished sharing his memories about that. 

'Oh, they are very ambitious. But I really don't like others converting my things.' Yu Qi was grinning 

evilly. 'I will make them see what is the consequence of converting my things.' 

Chapter 642 - 642: I Need To Do Some Major Cleaning 

Lan A Sing returned and placed the disk in front of Yu Qi. 

"Miss Yu Qi, this disk contains all the information about the employees in the factory." Lan A Sing said 

while her eyes constantly glanced to Aoi. 

Aoi that laid down beside his master sensed something. Something that could make him shivered. It was 

something like he felt when she faced Song Ha Ting. 

'An enemy.' Aoi stood up and stayed alerted. He already noticed that the feelings coming from this 

woman in front of Yu Qi. 

Lan A Sing's eyes flashed a glint. 'Those eyes... Those ears... Those paws... I want to touch them.' She 

was excited to see such a nice dog. 

Aoi shivered again. 'Yes. It is the same feeling. I have not misunderstood.' Aoi looked at Lan A Sing 

guarded. 

Yu Qi watched the show. 'Sister Lana is funny. She is like Ha Ting.' 

Lan A Sing wanted to touch Aoi but she was afraid that Yu Qi would be angry touching her dog. She 

needed to endure. 

"Miss Yu Qi, I will...." 

"Here, you can touch him." 



Lan A Sing was shocked as she saw Yu Qi lifted Aoi hand over Aoi to Lan A Sing. 

'Master, what are you doing?' Aoi was stepped down but he was not able to do so. 

'She looks like she wants to pat you. Just let her pat you a little.' Yu Qi grinned when she looked at Aoi. 

'Master... I....' Aoi wanted to cry right now. 

Lan A Sing was happy when Yu Qi gave Aoi to her. She quickly took Aoi in her arms and hugged Aoi. She 

patted his head several times. 

"How soft." Lan A Sing could not help to mumble those words. 

Song Tai entered the room and was dumbfounded with this scene. He never saw Lan A Sing like this. 

Usually, she was strict. Even strict with the immediate boss which was him. 

Lan A Sing was shocked when Song Tai entering the room without saying anything. She immediately let 

Aoi go. She was reluctant to let the dog go but she needed to. 

She stood up. "Miss Yu Qi, Chief Song, I will excuse myself now." Lan A Sing bowed to both of them and 

went outside. 

Song Tai smiled gently when he saw this scene. 

"Brother Tai, I don't mind you want to look at her but can you please listen to my voice for now?" Yu Qi 

reminded Song Tai with a teasing tone. 

Song Tai was shocked. He coughed several times adjusting his voice. "Sorry, Miss Yu Qi." 

"Okay. Now I get your attention, we can discuss about the business." Yu Qi pointed at the red file. The 

file that had information about the new products that Yu Qi wanted to launch. 

Song Tai took a look inside the file. He nodded several times. "So, we need to make some testers to be 

sent to be tested." 

"Yeah. Can I expect those can be finished in one month?" Yu Qi asked. 

"I think we can manage." Song Tai thought they had enough time to make these products. 

"By the way, do you know Wen Dong Ho?" Yu Qi suddenly asked an unrelated question. 

"I know. He is our HR manager." Song Tai nodded. 

"I see. How is he?" Yu Qi inquired. 

"To be honest, he is not a good person. He uses his position to hire his family. Even the people from his 

wife family are hired by him. I don't care if the person is competent with the job but most of them are 

useless. And to be worst, they are lacking off. I have?reminded them before. They just put me off." Song 

Tai sighed. 

"Oh..." Yu Qi smiled. "So, they think this is their family business." 

Song Tai remembered the sneer given by Wen Dong Ho's relative especially his son. He acted like this 

factory was his father's business. 



"I think this factory needs a major cleaning. Brother Tai, I think you will have to train new employees." 

Yu Qi needed to check all the employees' performance. 

"I don't mind to train the new employees rather than having a useless person." Song Tai was happy with 

Yu Qi's decision. 

Yu Qi did not come to visit the factory for a long time. At first, Song Tai held the power. Then it was 

divided into two people. Song Tai and Wen Dong Ho. However, the operation process power was still on 

Song Tai's hand. Otherwise, he did not know what would happen to this factory. 

"Don't worry. I will handle this matter." Yu Qi smiled. 

As for those people, they could enjoy their last days working at this factory for now. Yu Qi already had 

strategies for the stage. 

"I will come in a few days." Yu Qi said. Then she remembered something. "Oh, I will call you later. 

Probably two days later." 

"Yes, Miss Yu Qi." Song Tai nodded. 

"I'm going back." Yu Qi said. "Aoi come." 

"Be careful Miss Yu Qi." Song Tai sent her off. 

"Where are we going next?" Aoi asked after sitting in Yu Qi's car. 

"We will go to the office. It is just 3 p.m. Brother Yu Hi is probably in the office right now." Yu Qi 

answered. She started her car and went to her office. 

Arriving at the office, Yu Qi quickly asked the people whether Su Yu Hi was there. They nodded and told 

her that Su Hu Yi was inside his room. 

Chapter 643 - 643: Interview Method 

Yu Qi knocked on his door. She heard the voice telling her to enter the room. 

"Brother Yu Hi." Yu Qi called. 

"Oh, you are here." Su Yu Hi looked up. "Okay. You can tell me." 

"Huh?" Yu Qi confused. 

"Your face, I already know that you have planned to do something. Not like I just know you recently." Su 

Yu Hi chuckled. 

"Oh, Brother Yu Hu is clever." Yu Qi commented. 

"So, what's up?" Su Yu Hi asked the problem. 

"About our factory...." Yu Qi began to tell the story about the current situation in the factory. "... So that 

is what happened now." 

Su Yu Hi turned serious as he heard Yu Qi's story. "No wonder our production line is slow this last two 

months." He rubbed his chin. 



"If this continues, it will be bad for our company." Yu Qi added. 

"Yeah. Coming to me, you already have a solution to tackle this situation, right?" Su Yu Hi raised his 

eyebrows. His boss had already considered all factors. 

"Simple. Fire and replace them." Yu Qi smiled while narrowing the eyes. 

"But that will take..." Su Yu Hi could not finish his sentence, Yu Qi already cut him. 

"I know. But it is for our factory." Yu Qi knew it. 

Su Yu Hi sighed. "Okay. I know." 

"Make an ad for this recruitment. I will conduct this interview session too." Yu Qi said to Su Yu Hi. 

"You want to be a judge too?" Su Yu Hi asked. "What about your university?" 

This time, Yu Qi grinned. "I have already submitted my thesis to the faculty. So, don't worry about that." 

'No wonder.' Su Yu Hi chuckled. 

..... 

The ad was posted to various channels such as in the newspaper, television, and others. There was a lot 

of the application right away not long since they made the ad. 

The inbox of the company's email flooded with those applications. She knew that there would be a lot of 

application. Right now, young people just finished their study, and people that can just finish their study, 

only in the level school right would need the job desperately. 

The factory did not want just only educated people but willing to improve their skill and moral. 

As for Wen Dong Ho, he was sitting beside her table reading his dirty magazine. Suddenly there was 

some knocking on his room. n--O𝒱𝖊𝔩𝚋1n 

"Enter." Wen Dong Ho said. 

It was Wen Dong Ho's lackey. He entered the room with a flyer on his hand. 

"Mr. Wen, here." Wen Dong Ho's lackey handles the flyer in his hand. 

"What is that?" Wen Dong Ho did not treat as it was something that needed his attention. 

"Mr. Wen, you better read the flyer." Wen Dong Ho's lackey said to Wen Dong Ho. 

Wen Dong Ho frowned. He took the flyer from his lackey's hand forcefully. He read what was on the 

paper. 

Then suddenly he stood up. "What? Recruiting new employee? I don't know about this." He was angry 

that someone in his position did not know about this. 

"Mr. Wen, they are forgetting you. You are the Human Resource Manager of this company. They can not 

forget you. You should use this to call them." Wen Dong Ho's lackey added to the point. 

"Yeah. You are right. I'm a Human Resource Manager." Wen Dong Jo nodded. 



Wen Dong Ho took the phone on his table and called the office number. After two ringings, he could 

hear that call had been answered by someone. 

"Hello." A girl answered the call. 

"Can I talk with Mr Su? Tell him, it is Mr Wen, HR Manager from Qi Qi's factory." 

"Okay. Wait a minute. I will ask him." The girl said politely. 

So, Wen Dong Ho waited for a while. Then he heard the girl returned to the call. 

"So, how is it?" Wen Dong Ho would surely think that Su Yu Ji already answered him. 

"Sorry, Sir. Mr. Su has another matter to settle. You need to call later." The girl explained. 

"What? You!!! Call him right now." Wen Dong Ho shouted and demanding to call Su Yu Hi. 

The girl was shouted when being shouted loudly like that. She distanced the phone from her ear. 'What 

the heck?' 

"HEY, YOU!!! ARE YOU LISTENING TO ME? CALL SU YU HI RIGHT NOW!!!" Wen Dong Ho shouted again. 

This time, the girl did not wait anymore. She ended the call just like that. She already explained that Su 

Yu Hi had another matter that seriously needed his attention. 

What she felt angry for that this Mr. Wen dared to call Su Yu Hi without a title. As she knew the Qi Qi's 

factory also under Miss Yu Qi and Mr. Su, meaning Wen Dong Ho was their subordinate. How dare he 

disrespect Mr. Su. 

Wen Dong Ho was angry as the girl had ended the call. She totally disrespected him. 

"Why are you angry, Mr. Wen?" Wen Dong Ho's lackey asked. 

"That Mr. Su doesn't want to talk to me." Wen Dong Ho's expression was very ugly. "I'm as the HR 

Manager of this factory did not know about this recruitment. What the heck!!!!!" 

Wen Dong Ho took another look at the flyer too. "They do not write when the date of the interview." 

Yu Qi and Su Yu Hi used another method. They would allow the candidates to apply by sending their 

resume to them for reviewing. If they liked someone, they would send the email directly about the date 

of the interview. So, only Yu Qi, Su Yu Hi and the candidate knew the actual date. 

Chapter 644 - 644: Company Dinner 

For the last four days, their office was bombed by people that wanted to have a job at the factory. From 

thousands of applications that had been sent to the email, Yu Qi and Su Yu Hi selected hundreds of them 

for interview. 

So, after conducting the interview for four days, they succeed in choosing about 50 people at various 

type of positions. 

"It's done." Yu Qi leaned on the chair. 

Choosing people was so tiring. She looked at Su Yu Hi and Ming Xuehai. 



"Thank you for your work." Yu Qi really appreciated their two men's help in choosing people. Without 

them, she did not think that she would manage until the end. 

"What are you saying? This is our job. Of course, we will do it." Ming Xuehai smiled. 

"It is not over yet. You still need to handle the matter at the factory. When do you plan to confront 

them?" Su Yu Hi reminded Yu Qi. 

"Tomorrow. I don't want to waste time." Yu Qi showed them a wicked smile. 

Seeing Yu Qi smiled like that, the two men knew that she was fully prepared. She would not fail. 

"As for today, let's celebrate first. It is my treat. You can tell our co-workers." Yu Qi wanted to treat 

them something. So, having delicious food was the best. 

Ming Xuehai told others that Yu Qi wanted to treat them for dinner. Some of them could not join since 

they already had married and wanted to spend their night time with their family. Yu Qi did not mind. 

However, it was only 10% of the workers who were already married, 90% of them had not married yet. 

Ming Xuehai started to call the restaurant to book since they were a lot of them for booking the 

restaurant. Thank goodness, there was a restaurant that could accept the booking. 

The workers left the office at 5 p.m. They would meet directly at the restaurant at 7 p.m. Yu Qi was lazy 

to go back to the dormitory since she already brought the changing clothes. 

Yu Qi changed the clothes after getting showers. She told Su Yu Hi to renovate some area to build the 

shower room for men and woman so that it would be easy for the workers if they ended overtime 

working and could not return home for the night. 

"Aoi, you need to stay here. I will come to take you later." Yu Qi told Aoi. 

"Eh~~~ Why can't I come with you?" Aoi whined. 

"The restaurant does not allow animal inside. Since people already know you are here, they will 

suspicious if I suddenly put you in my space and they can not see you." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh...." Aoi made a sad face. 

"Don't worry. I will bring some food for you and Bo Ya later." Yu Qi patted Aoi's head. 

"It is a promise," Aoi said. He cheered up. 

Yu Qi went to the restaurant. Some of her employees already gathered in front of the restaurant. 

"Not everyone is here. Well, let's enter the restaurant first." Yu Qi said. 

So, they entered the restaurant. The waiter saw the group and knew that they were the people that 

booked about 20 tables for tonight. His manager had already informed him and the rest of the crew 

about this. 

"Let me bring you all to your table." The waiter said politely. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi said. 



The waiter did not expect that the young girl would thank him. 

They could choose to sit on any assign table. Yu Qi sat with the oldest employees that had been with her 

since she opened her business. They were Sang Ya Min, Song Jue Rei, and Han Yi Dong. Another two 

empty chairs were for Su Yu Hi and Ming Xuehai. 

After 5 minutes, all of them arrived and occupied the empty chairs. 

"You can order what you want to eat." Yu Qi said to her employees. 

They were happy and started to look at the menu book discussing with their friends about what to eat. 

The waiters started to write down their orders. The first arrived was their drink. Some of them ordered a 

beer. Some of them ordered the soft drink. 

"Everyone, I take this opportunity to thank you for your hard work. Thank you for believing in our 

company. Cheers!!!" Yu Qi stood up and gave some speech before drinking her drink. 

"Cheers!!!" Everyone shouted. 

Everyone was in the good mood. In the restaurant, only a few other people that not related to their 

company. 

"Company gathering?" 

"Probably." 

"But why is the girl talking?" 

"Probably their mascot." 

Yu Qi's employee that sat behind the one's that being talking frowned after hearing that. He turned to 

them. 

"Hey, let me tell you. That is our boss okay. Not our whatsoever mascot." Yu Qi's employee said. 

"Eh!!! That is your boss?" The people could not believe that. 

"Yes. She has built the business." Yu Qi's employee was proud of his boss. 

"Really? Hey, does she have a boyfriend?" The people wanted to take chance. 

"Are you an idiot? Of course, she already has a boyfriend." Yu Qi's employees said. 

"Is the boyfriend sitting beside her?" Yu Qi was currently sitting beside Su Yu Hi. 

"Nope. Her boyfriend is a soldier. And a scary man." Yu Qi's employees said. 

"Hey, Mong Ji, Dian Wo, what are you talking with them?" Another Yu Qi's employee asked his friends 

when seeing them talking to other customers. 

Both of them scratched their back head and grinned. "They seemed to be curious about our boss." 

n𝑂𝓋𝖾)𝓵𝒷)1n 

"Miss Tang doesn't like her identity being discussed. Don't talk about that." He reminded. 



"Oh, I forget." 

Chapter 645 - 645: Fire Them 

Yu Qi went to the factory with Ming Xuehai. Today she would do the major cleaning for her factory. 

First of all, Yu Qi called Wen Dong Ho to go to the meeting room. 

"Miss Tang." Wen Dong Ho bowed respectfully to Yu Qi. He knew that she was the owner of this factory. 

"I think Mr Wen knows why have I called you here?" Yu Qi only gave a faint smile. 

"Miss Tang, can you tell me since I don't know anything about this?" Wen Dong Ho still wanted to play 

dumb.  

"Mr Wen, you think that I'm a fool right? That is why you still want to play dumb with me, right?" Yu Qi 

slowly wearing her icily expression. 

Wen Dong Ho started to tremble. He did not know why his body trembling after seeing Yu Qi's face. 

Yu Qi took a file from Ming Xuehai. She threw the file in front of Wen Dong Ho. 

"Look at this. It is the detail about how much money you have taken from my factory." Yu Qi said. 

Yu Qi asked Ming Xuehai to fully investigate Wen Dong Ho, including his bank account. The result was 

terrifying. This man managed to take half of the sales for two months. 

And how he managed to get it? Of course, he had his accomplices in the finance department. 

"I have never thought that you are so bold to steal the money." Yu Qi slapped the table. Of course, she 

did not use much strength because the table would break into pieces. 

"Brother Xuehai, you may call everyone in the list now. As for you, you can wait for a while since we still 

have many things to talk about." Yu Qi turned to Ming Xuehai before looking back at Wen Dong Ho. 

Wen Dong Ho felt that she would not do anything. This was the first time he met her face to face. When 

he got hired, it was Su Yu Hi who had handled it. However, he did hear from Su Yu Hi that the owner was 

a woman. He thought that she just opened this factory for fun since she was rich. 

He never thought that she was a girl with a strong personality. He felt like he was facing a veteran in the 

business. Well, Yu Qi could be considered as a veteran if combining her two lives. 

Ming Xuehai called everyone. Not long, the meeting room began to full. Some of them wore an arrogant 

expression when they stepped into the meeting room. 

One of them shouted at Yu Qi. It was Wen Jiang Tong, the one who Yu Qi had met outside the R & D 

Department. "Hey, you, what are you doing here?" 

"Silent!" Ming Xuehai displayed his power. 

Everyone was shocked. The one's that wore the arrogant expression began to feel worried as they saw 

Wen Dong Ho stood with his face facing down. 

"Everyone is here, right?" Yu Qi asked Ming Xuehai. 



"One is missing." Ming Xuehai already counted the people from the start. 

"Well, let's settle everyone here first." Yu Qi did not care for one that been missing. He or she would be 

fired too. 

"Let me tell you all. You are all fired." Yu Qi's sentence bombed them. 

"What???" 

"What do you talking about?" 

"Huh??? You can't fire us?" 

"That's right." 

"For what reason you firing us?" 

"Don't think that we will step back without a fight?" 

The people started to shout. 

"What is your right to fire us?" Wen Jiang Tong asked while glaring at Yu Qi. 

"Oh, you want to fight? I don't mind. We can settle this at the court." Yu Qi faced all of them with a cold 

look. 

Everyone stepped back when seeing Yu Qi's cold look. Yu Qi also started to let out her aura. 

"You treat this factory as yours." 

"You are slacking off." 

"You bully other employees." 

"You have occupied the position that does not mean to you." 

"As for what right of I firing you, I'm the owner of this factory." 

"Do you want to hear more?" 

Yu Qi stated the reasons why she was firing them. 

"Oh, you can say that you do not do all of them. However, we have all of the evidence telling us that you 

have done it." Yu Qi raised her eyebrow. 

"Another thing, if you want to depend on your Mr Wen Dong Ho, I'm telling you that he is also one of 

you. I will sue him for taking the company money illegally." Yu Qi dropped another bomb. "Of course, I 

don't forget you, Mr Wen Si Ten. You will have the same charges." 

Wen Si Ten kneeled down with a pale face. Everything was over. Everything was over. The sentence kept 

repeating in his mind. 

"As for others, I will not sue you or anything. But if you want to fight, let's meet at the court." Yu Qi 

looked at everyone. 



There were about 40 people here. Everyone was relatives of Wen Dong Ho. His daughter, his niece, his 

nephew, his brother, not to mention the people from his wife's family. He really brought everyone in 

this factory. If everyone thought about it, they would think that this was a Wen Family business. 

"You can go now. By the end of today, I don't want to see you anyone's face. Otherwise, you can see me 

in court." Yu Qi threatened them again with the court. 

As Ming Xuehai had investigated, most of them were coming from the village. So, they were afraid of 

while facing the law. 

"As for Mr Wen Dong Ho and Mr Wen Si Ten, you need to stay here first. We have a lot of things to talk 

about." Yu Qi smiled. 

But the two men knew what was her smile meant. 

Chapter 646 - 646: You Are Fired As Well 

Everyone who had been fired only had 2 hours to clean their places and leave the factory. The other 

employees looked at them with a satisfied face. Since they were the relatives of Mr Wen Dong Ho, they 

used to suppress other employees. 

If they did not like an employee, they would bully that employee until he or she was fired or resigned 

themselves. There were about five employees who had gone through the same situation. 

"Brother Xuehai, make sure to call the five employees who have been fired or have resigned because of 

those idiots." Yu Qi had very appreciated her employees. 

She did not want them to depart in such ways. If they wanted to work, here again, she would hire them 

again. If they had already work in another place, she would give some compensation to them. 

"Yes, Yu Qi." Ming Xuehai nodded. "I will go to the police station to make a report about this case and 

proceed to sue the two men." He continued again. 

"I will stay around since I want to see the progress of our new products." Yu Qi said. 

So, they departed in their ways. Yu Qi turned her path to the R & D department. Swiping her card, the 

door unlocked and she entered the room. 

"How is the progress?" Yu Qi asked one of the employees. 

"Oh, Miss Yu Qi, we are in the middle of the process." The employee said. 

Yu Qi did not say anything else. She just stayed there observing the whole process. She knew that they 

could do it on their own. 

After about one hour, she left the room. Aoi appeared beside her. 

'Master, I'm hungry.' Aoi said. 

'I have thought you have already eaten.' Yu Qi glanced to Aoi. 

Aoi eyes moved right and left. 'It is just some snacks.' 



'Just some snacks? Really?' Yu Q raised her eyebrow. 

'Of course.' Aoi just grinned. 

'Okay. Let's go and eat.' Yu Qi gave up. She knew Aoi. Even though he already eat, he would still be 

hungry. 

"Hey, you." 

Yu Qi could hear someone's voice. However, she ignored that voice. She assumed that he was not 

talking to her. 

But someone blocked her path. "I'm calling you. Why are you not stopping?" 

"Huh?" Yu Qi looked over. 

There was a man. He seemed to look familiar to her. Yu Qi was thinking about where she had seen this 

man. 

"You look very beautiful." The man's eyes dimmed with a l.u.s.tful look. 

Yu Qi noticed the l.u.s.t in the man's eyes. The man approached Yu Qi and wanted to grab her hands. 

She stepped back. 

"Hey, you are a new worker, right? You just need to follow me. You will not suffer. Trust me." The man 

stated the offer. 

With those sentences, Yu Qi finally remembered where did she saw this man. It was Wen Dong Ho. This 

man should be his relative. She seemed to remember that Ming Xuehai told her during this morning 

meeting that someone was missing when they called Wen Dong Ho's relatives. 

"You are relative of Wen Dong Ho?" Yu Qi wanted to confirm. 

"Oh, you already know. Everyone must have told you, right? That's right. I'm his son. That's why you just 

need to be with me. I will help you with your work." Wen Dong Ho's son looked arrogant. 

"Oh, will you help me?" Yu Qi's flashed a cold look. 

"Of course. You just need..." Wen Dong Ho's son could not finish his sentence. 

"Where have you been this morning?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Sleeping. I have just woken up and come to work. This is a privilege as my father's son." The son did not 

notice anything strange. 

"No wonder. You are not there." Yu Qi chuckled. 

"What? What do you mean?" The son frowned. 

"All of your relatives have been fired this morning. As for your father and Wen Si Ten, they will be facing 

some charges for taking the factory's money. You are fired as well." Yu Qi chuckled as she continued her 

talk. "So, you are not welcomed here anymore. Please leave on your own, Mr Wen. Otherwise, I will call 

someone to guide you." 



"You are lying. I want to see my father." The son ran and went to his father's office. 

Yu Qi called the security telling them that someone not related to the factory bypassed the factory and 

was going to the Human Resource's Department. 

The security team quickly took their action. They caught the man who had kicked the door because he 

could not open the door. Everyone inside just ignored him as he kicked the door out of anger. 

"Miss, I have already caught him." One of the security team said respectfully said to Yu Qi. 

"Thank you. Just bring him out and don't let him enter the factory." Yu Qi said. 

"Who are you?" The son shouted as he glared to Yu Qi. 

"Me?" Yu Qi pointed to herself. "I'm the owner of this factory." 

The son was shocked. He did not expect that the owner was a young girl. To be worse, he offered the 

owner to be with him in exchange for the good life. He remembered that his father would be sued. 

"You will sue my father?" The son asked angrily. 

"Of course. He took the factory's money. And I am not a kind person." Yu Qi smiled coldly. "Your good 

life was because of the stolen money. What are you proud of?" 

The son was silent. He also knew about that because his father told him about that. And he did not think 

it was wrong since he felt his father only took a small amount of money. 

The security team brought the son at the entrance. n𝑂𝓋𝖾)𝓵𝒷)1n 

"If we find you enter this factory again, don't blame us about this." The security team gave the warning. 

Chapter 647 - 647: Return Home 

Yu Qi returned to FINN City after settling everything at her office and university. She would start her 

internship three weeks later. So, she still had some time to spend with her family before going to 

Guanying City for her internship. 

Her family, especially her aunties were happy with her return. Auntie Ming Yue immediately called her 

father in law that Yu Qi had returned to Tang Main Residence. Because of that, Grandpa Tang made the 

decision to return to Tang Main Residence. 

Yu Qi still did not tell her family about her internship at the Guanying General Hospital. She would tell 

them during that day's dinner. 

Tang Han Lee, Second Uncle Tang Jang Qin, Grandpa Tang and her two aunties were in the dining room. 

Tang Jin Wei, Tang Qin Hao and Uncle Tang Jung Wen were on duty for tonight. 

"How long is your current break, Yu Qi?" Uncle Tang Jang Qin asked. 

"Two weeks." Yu Qi answered. 

"So, you will be going back to university?" Auntie Ming Yue asked. 



"Nope. I will be going to start my internship." Yu Qi thought that the food was very delicious since it was 

homemade. Her chopsticks moved fast. 

"Oh, it is already at that time? So, where will you apply for your internship?" Uncle Tang Jang Qin looked 

at Yu Qi. 

"Apply what? Yu Qi should do her internship at our hospital." Auntie Ming Yue replied. 

"No. I'm not applying for the internship at our hospital." Yu Qi shook her head. 

"Eh, why? Doing your internship at our hospital is better. Beside it is near this house." Auntie Su Xiao did 

understand. 

"Yeah, Yu Qi. Why?" Auntie Ming Yue also asked the reason. 

"I know that internship at our hospital is better and easy. But that is not what I want to. If I'm doing the 

internship at our hospital, they already know me and recognize me as Tang Jiang Man's granddaughter. I 

probably will not be recognized by my skill." It was one of the reasons that Yu Qi applied for her 

internship at another hospital but not Tang Private Hospital. 

Everyone was silent when listening to Yu Qi's explanation. 

"Good. This is my granddaughter." Grandpa Tang suddenly shouted. 

"Yeah. It is a good idea." Uncle Tang Jang Qin also supported the idea. 

"We are thinking the same then." Tang Han Lee patted Yu Qi's head since he was sitting beside Yu Qi. 

"Thinking the same?" Yu Qi tilted her head while looking at Tang Han Lee. 

"Jin Wei, Qin Hao, and I, everyone has done the same thing. We have wanted to be recognised for our 

skills. So, we applied to another hospital, not our hospital." Tang Han Lee smiled. 

"You too?" Yu Qi was shocked to hear that. 

"Yeah." Tang Han Lee nodded. 

"So, where do you apply to?" Grandpa Tang wanted to know. 

"Guanying General Hospital." Yu Qi smiled. 

"You apply there too?" Tang Han Lee chuckled. 

"Yeah. Too? You mean you used to be an intern there too?" Yu Qi was surprised. 

Tang Han Lee nodded. 

"That is far away." Auntie Ming Yue knew that it was good for Yu Qi but she could not help to feel 

worried about Yu Qi's safety. 

Guanying City was a border city. Sometimes people from the neighbouring nation would enter their 

nation through Guanying border. And some of them came with ill intentions. 



Last year, Auntie Ming Yue heard that some girls had been kidnapped in Guanying City and did not 

return. She was worried if the same thing happened to Yu Qi. 

"Auntie Ming Yue, you don't need to worry about. I hear that the military has already set up a camp 

there to guard the border there. Also, I can defend myself." Yu Qi assured Auntie Ming Yue. 

Auntie Ming Yue sighed. "Okay. I know. Then, have you settled the place to stay there?" 

"Not yet. After this break, I will go and find a place to stay." Yu Qi answered. She would settle in a week 

before she would start her internship. 

"I will come with you to help you to find a house." Auntie Ming Yue made the decision. 

"Yeah. I also want to see the conditions of the house. We will buy the appropriate thing for you." Auntie 

Su Xiao also joined the conversation. 

"Aunties, you don't have to do that." Yu Qi did not want to trouble her aunties. 

"No trouble." Auntie Su Xiao said. 

"She just wants to travel outside." Uncle Tang Jang Qin looked at his wife and mumbled the sentence. 

"Hmm... What do you say?" Auntie Su Xiao glared at Uncle Tang Jang Qin. 

Uncle Tang Jang Qin grinned foolishly and said, "Nothing, my dear." 

Yu Qi laughed. Her auntie and uncle were cute. 

"I know some places that rent the house. I will tell you later." Tang Han Lee said. 

"Really? Thank you, Big Brother Han Lee." Yu Qi smiled at him. 

"So, you are free these two weeks?" Auntie Ming Yue asked. 

"Yeah. But I think I will be going back to Shiwa Town. It has been a long time since I have visited my 

hotel there." Yu Qi thought about how she wanted to spend these two weeks. 

"Good. My granddaughter, I want to show to you the result of the herbs that I have grown up." Grandpa 

Tang said. 

"Are they growing up properly?" Yu Qi asked her grandfather. 

"Of course. I'm the one who is taking care of them. Of course, they will grow up properly." Grandpa Tang 

said proudly. 

"Then, you can stay here for one week before returning to Shiwa Town." Auntie Su Xiao clapped her 

hands. 

"Yeah. We will have a great time together." Auntie Ming Yue also clapped her hands. 

"Aunties, please. Don't buy me the clothes anymore. The clothes that you have bought last time, I have 

not even tried it." Yu Qi begged. 

"Nope." n-)O𝑣𝑬𝓛𝑩1n 



"Nope." 

Both of them answered at the same times and laughed. 

Yu Qi sighed. Meaning she would have to find another space to put the new clothes again. 

Chapter 648 - 648: Shi Yuan Is Pregnant Part 1 

"It's Sister Yu Qi." The kids shouted excitedly when they saw Yu Qi coming. 

Yu Qi smiled. Looked like they were fine staying over here. 

"How are you?" Yu Qi patted the head of one of the children there. 

"We are fine." The children answered Yu Qi energetically. 

"Sister Yu Qi, where is Aoi? He does not come with you, does he?" One of the children pulled Yu Qi's 

skirt and asked about Aoi. 

"Eh, he is here too. He is there." Yu Qi pointed to the bush at the gate. 

'Master, why are you telling them?' Aoi shouted through the telepathy. 

'Just play with them for a while. That will not hurt you, right?' Yu Qi grinned. 'Don't whine. I will reward 

you with my cooking tonight, okay?' 

'Deal. Just don't forget about it.' Aoi's eyes lifted up after hearing about the reward. He would not be 

backing off if his master's cooking became the reward. 

The small children ran and caught with Aoi. Yu Qi asked the older children about Grandpa Chang. He told 

Yu Qi that Grandpa Chang was currently spending his time in the garden behind the mansion. 

So, she went to look for Grandpa Chang. Turned out Grandpa Chang was currently taking care of the 

plants with other children. The garden was full of vegetables such as carrot, tomato, salad leaves, radish, 

potato, peas, onion, garlic and other vegetables that easy to grow. 

"Wow, it is full of vegetables." Yu Qi's voice made Grandpa Chang and other children realized that Yu Qi 

was there. 

"Oh, you are here." Grandpa Chang smiled. 

"Sister Yu Qi." Other children greeted Yu Qi. 

"The vegetables look very good and fresh." Yu Qi commented. 

"The seeds are given by you. Of course, the result is good." Grandpa Chang said. 

"This result is because of you. You take good care of them." Yu Qi replied. 

Grandpa Chang laughed. 

"No wonder Father is laughing so loudly. You are here." Shi Yuan appeared at the back door of the 

mansion. 

"Auntie Yuan." Yu Qi greeted Shi Yuan. She noticed something was different about Shi Yuan. 



"Auntie Yuan, you look different." Yu Qi commented. 

Shi Yuan suddenly smiled shyly. "Actually, I discover that I'm pregnant for three months last month. So, 

I'm currently in my fourth month." Shi Yuan told Yu Qi the truth. 

"Really? That is good news." Yu Qi grabbed Shi Yuan's hand. 

"Hmm... Kang An has been jumping up and down after hearing this news. Somehow, he looks like a 

monkey." Shi Yuan recalled the moment when she told his husband about the news. 

That day, she was feeling uncomfortable. Grandpa Chang told his son to bring Shi Yuan to go to the 

hospital or clinic and have some check up. However, Shi Yuan rejected that by telling them it was just 

some fever and she would be fine for the next day. 

She indeed felt better the next day. But somehow, three days later, she began to feel uncomfortable 

again. She began to feel dizzy. She felt scared. She made the decision to go to the hospital to have some 

check up. She went alone since she did not want others to feel worried about her. 

When she was about to step inside, Shi Yuan became dizzy once more and was about to faint, a nurse 

came and supported her. The nurse asked her whether she could walk. She immediately said 'yes'. She 

told the nurse she wanted to have a medical check up since she felt unwell lately. 

The nurse brought her to the registration so that she could register to get the doctor to check her. After 

completing the registration, her name had been called and brought to a doctor's room. 

The doctor did her job. After asking checking her body and asking some questions, the doctor told Shi 

Yuan that she wanted to have urine samples. Shi Yuan did everything that the doctor told her to do. 

After a while waiting for the result, the doctor called her. The first thing that the doctor did was to 

congratulate Shi Yuan. She was dumbfounded. The next words from the doctor made her blinking her 

eyes like an idiot person for a while. 

After her brain was done processing the whole things, her tears came out. She was crying. She asked the 

doctor whether it was real. The doctor said it was the truth. She was pregnant for about 3 months. 

She told the doctor that she could not believe it. The things that she could pregnant at this age. She was 

married about twelve years but still could not pregnant. So, she thought she might not have her own 

children in this lifetime.  

The doctor was smiling. She asked Shi Yuan what the recent change that happened in her life and her 

diet. Shi Yuan answered by telling the doctor that she just moved to Shiwa Town from four months ago. 

And about her diet, she ate the same things as she used to but the difference was she had eaten Yu Qi's 

pill. She told the doctor that she was taking some pills contained some herbs made by someone. She did 

not mention Yu Qi's name at all. 

The doctor just listened and nodded. She told Shi Yuan the pill had probably helped her body too. After 

one hour of talking with the doctor, the doctor told Shi Yuan to take care during her pregnancy. 

Chapter 649 - 649: Shi Yuan Is Pregnant Part 2 



Returning home, Shi Yuan was happy. She planned to tell her family about her pregnancy that night. She 

was very careful preparing the dinner. 

After finishing dinner, everyone had gathered, including the children. She stood up and told everyone 

that she had something to announce. 

She said that it was good news. Everyone was waiting. Then she told them that she was pregnant. It was 

a moment of silence. Then a child asked the question, 'What is pregnant?', Chang Kang An stood up and 

held his wife if it was real. 

Shi Yuan nodded and said that she already got the confirmation from the doctor. Chang Kang An hugged 

his wife. He was very very very happy with this news. 

Releasing his wife, Chang Kang An was jumping. He could not contain his happiness after hearing that his 

wife was pregnant. 

"I can imagine Uncle Kang An behaving like that." Yu Qi's voice made Shi Yuan return to reality. 

"Sister Yuan, here, water." A woman that Yu Qi did not know appeared serving Yu Qi and Shi Yuan some 

tea. 

"Who is this?" Yu Qi asked while looking at the woman. 

"Oh, she is here is our helper, Miss Xuelou. She was looking for a job. Since I may be unable to do the 

homework, so I have hired her to do the homework." Shi Yuan explained. 

"I see." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Oh, Xuelou, this is Miss Tang. Our saviour." Shi Yuan introduced the two of them. 

"Nice to meet you, Miss Tang." Xuelou greeted Yu Qi. 

"Hmm... Nice to meet you too." Yu Qi greeted back. 

Xuelou returned to do her work. 

"Yu Qi, thank you." Shi Yuan suddenly said to Yu Qi while bowed to Yu Qi. 

"Huh? Auntie Yuan, what are you doing?" Yu Qi quickly stood up and held Shi Yuan from bowing to her. 

"After taking your pills, I become pregnant." Shi Yuan said. 

"Eh??? That pills have just improved your body's condition. Getting pregnant is not the effect of the 

pills." Yu Qi shook her head. 

Shi Yuan also shook her head. "Hmm... Hmm... Because of your pill, my health has become better and 

because of that, I have become pregnant. Thank you, Yu Qi. Thank you." 

Previously Yu Qi had taken Shi Yuan's pulse. She noticed that her body had become weaker. To improve 

her body's condition, she gave some pills. Yu Qi did not expect Shi Yuan to take the pills periodically. 

Yu Qi was thinking about something. Another branch of the business. She needed to discuss it with Su 

Yu Hi about this. 



"Can I read your pulse?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... Sure." Shi Yuan put her hand on the table allowing Yu Qi to read her pulse. 

Yu Qi read her pulse. Then her expression changed. Her eyes opened widely. Shi Yuan was looking at Yu 

Qi's face immediately noticed the changes. She became worried as she looked at Yu Qi. Yu Qi lifted her 

face. 

"Yu Qi, is there something with my baby?" Shi Yuan asked worriedly. 

"It is not a baby..." 

"What? It is not a baby? Is it a lie?" Shi Yuan shouted. 'What? Then my pregnancy is a lie? But I have 

already confirmed it with a doctor.' Shi Yuan was about to cry. 

"Don't get me wrong. It is true that you are indeed pregnant but there are not only one but two babies 

in your stomach. Twins!" Yu Qi was surprised by it. That was why her expression changed. 

"Not one, but twins?" Shi Yuan blinked her eyes stupidly. It was like to buy one and get one free. 

"But I think you should confirm it at the hospital first. Since I may be mistaken." Yu Qi was afraid that 

she might get the wrong reading. 

"It's okay. I will keep it as a secret first. I am going to have a check up three days later. I will ask the 

doctor." Shi Yuan asked. 

"Brother Ha Yang, Sister Mo Mo, you are back!!!" The voice of the children in front of the mansion could 

be heard shouting Kim Ha Yang and Chang Mo Mo's names. 

"It seems Ha Yang and Mo Mo are back. Let's go and see them." Shi Yuan smiled. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. 

At the entrance, they could see that Kim Ha Yang and Chang Mo Mo had been surrounded by other 

children. 

"Mama Yuan, we are back." Chang Mo Mo wanted to hug Shi Yuan by running into her hug. 

Afraid something bad might happen, Yu Qi stopped her. 

"Eh, Sister Yu Qi?" Chang Mo Mo was confused with Yu Qi's action. 

"Your Mama Yuan is pregnant. You can not poun on her." Yu Qi advised. 

Chang Mo Mo was silent. Only her eyes were blinking stupidly. "What are you saying?" 

"Eh, you don't know she is pregnant?" Yu Q asked. 

"They have not returned here for about four months. So, they still don't know about my pregnancy." Shi 

Yuan helped Chang Mo Mo to answer. 

"Mama Yuan, you are pregnant? Is it true?" Chang Mo Mo asked Shi Yuan. 

"Hmm... Four months." Shi Yuan nodded. 



Chang Mo Mo shouted excitedly. "Mama Yuan, congratulation. Your wish has come true." 

"Mama Yuan, congratulations." Kim Ha Yang that just stood quietly behind Chang Mo Mo approached 

Shi Yuan and congratulated Shi Yuan. 

"Thank you, Mo Mo, Ha Yang. Oh, welcome home." Shi Yuan said welcoming them to their house. "You 

must be tired. Come in." 

The children wanted to ask Kim Ha Yang and Chang Mo Mo to play together. n-.𝗼-)𝒱)/𝓮((𝒍.)𝐁))I(-n 

"Your Brother Ha Yang and Sister Mo Mo are tired right now. They will play with all of you tomorrow." 

Shi Yuan asked in a soft voice. 

The children looked at Kim Ha Yang and Chang Mo Mo. "Is it true?" 

Kim Ha Yang nodded. 

"Yes, I will play with you tomorrow until late. Don't complain to me that you are tired later." Chang Mo 

Mo replied energetically. 

"Sister Mo Mo, you are the one who is always complaining by saying I am tired." One of the children 

said. 

"You little one!!" Chang Mo Mo pointed to the child that saying the sentence just now. 

The atmosphere was very lively. Everyone was laughed. 

Chapter 650 - 650: Meeting Her Man 

Yu Qi was standing in front of the military camp's entrance. It was the weekend. Actually, at the 

weekend, the normal citizen was allowed to enter the military camp but certain places only. 

It allowed for the parent of the soldiers to came and visit their children. However, most of the soldiers 

here did not come from this area so, not many would come to this military camp. 

Yu Qi was asking to meet Long Hui. So, the soldier who guarded the entrance needed to go inside and 

asked whether Long Hui was in this military camp or doing his mission. 

At that time, Long Hui had just finished his doc.u.ment, a soldier came and reported to him that a girl 

with a surname Tang had come and wanted to meet Long Hui. 

It was a new soldier who had just joined this military camp. So, he did not know that his leader had a 

girlfriend named Yu Qi. He thought that his leader was not a type who might have a girlfriend. Neither 

he asked others about this. He thought that Long Hui would go to tell him to just ignore the girl. 

However, it was beyond his imagination when Long Hui quickly put down his pen and ran out as fast as 

he could. Seeing Long Hui ran like that, the soldier ran out too. 

The soldier encountered Ren Qian Yi who was just ten steps away from Long Hui's room. Ren Qian Yi 

looked at Long Hui. 

The soldier stopped and saluted Ren Qian Yi. "Good morning, Major Ren." 



"Good morning. Oh, you just come out from Colonel Long's room, right?" Ren Qian Yi asked. 

"Yes, Major Ren." The soldier nodded. 

"What do you tell him that has made him run like that?" Ren Qian Yi inquired. 

"I come to report that someone just come and wants to meet with Colonel Long Hui." The soldier 

explained. 

"Someone? Who?" Ren Qian Yi asked again. 

"A girl with surname Tang." The soldier told the truth. 

"Oh, no wonder he will run like that. His girlfriend has come to visit him." Ren Qian Yi rubbed his chin 

while smiling. 

The soldier was shocked. He heard what Ren Qian Yi had said. His leader, Long Hui already had a 

girlfriend. 

"I want to see Yu Qi too." Ren Qian Yi left the place. 

The soldier remembered that he was still on guard. He needed to return to his post immediately. So, he 

ran to his post. 

When he was about to return to his post, he was greeted by an unbelievable scene. Colonel Long Hui 

was smiling gently while holding the girl's hand. 

He walked to his post while looking at the couple who had entered the military camp. 

"Senior, she is....?" The soldier asked his senior. 

"Oh, she is Miss Tang, the girlfriend of our Colonel Long." The senior had met Yu Qi several time, so, he 

knew her. 

"Our Colonel Long's girlfriend?" The soldier was shocked. He did not expect that a weak looking girl was 

Colonel Long's girlfriend. Seemed not suitable to Colonel Long. 

"You must think that she is a weak looking girl, right?" The senior seemed to know what the soldier was 

thinking. 

"Well..." The soldier scratched his behind head. 

"Don't judge the book by its cover. That girl has amazing marksmanship and fighting skills." The senior 

said. 

"What? Is it real?" The soldier was shocked. 

"Yes. I had seen her skills." The senior nodded several times. 

Meanwhile, Long Hui brought Yu Qi to the cafe. He could not release Yu Qi's hand, so, Yu Qi's hand was 

still in his grip. Long Hui ordered some drinks for Yu Qi and himself. 

"I'm surprised that you are here." Long Hui said to Yu Qi. 



"Yeah. I can see that from your eyes." Yu Qi chuckled. 

"So, what has brought you here? It is the first time that you come here to visit me." Long Hui asked. 

"What? If there is nothing, I can not come and see you?" Yu Qi pretended to be angry. 

"No... No... Of course not. You are welcome here. But well, it is a bit surprising that you have come 

here." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi laughed a bit. "I know. But I just miss you so much." Her eyes looked straight at Long Hui. 

Long Hui also looked at Yu Qi. He leaned over and wanted to kiss Yu Qi but Yu Qi put her hand on his 

mouth. His eyes showed some protest to Yu Qi. They seemed to ask Yu Qi why did she avoid his kiss. 
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"It is not the appropriate place." Yu Qi answered. 

Long Hui looked at Yu Qi like an abandoned puppy. He always liked to use this attack. Yu Qi sighed. 

"I will kiss you a lot later. This place has too many eyes." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, okay." Long Hui gave up easily on the topic. "By the way, you are on break?" 

"Yeah. I'm on break. Somehow, I will not be going back to Starlight University but will be going to 

Guanying City." Yu Qi said. 

"Guanying City? What are you going to do there?" Long Hui asked. His expression was off. 

"I'm going there for my internship for one year." Yu Qi explained. "I will be busy." 

"One year? Its a long period." Long Hui made another puppy face. "So, we can not meet each other?" 

"Well, we can meet each other but I can not leave the city just like that." Yu Qi was weak against Long 

Hui's puppy face attack. 

"If that's the case, don't worry. I will go and meet you there." Long Hui quickly changed his face. 

"By the way, before I come, have you been busy?" Yu Qi asked. 

 


